Welcome To New Beginning! We have education, training and are members of the Nation
of Islam. We are striving to be Muslims under the Teachings of the Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad as taught to us by The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan.
New Beginning! Offers some of the latest DVDs, of the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan
(HMLF), who is providing divine guidance in a time of trouble for all who will listen. This
unmatched representative of the Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad (HEM) is unprecedented in
providing on the spot solutions to today problems in America and the world we live in today.
New beginning also, have the most needed reading material of the teachings of the most HEM
and the HMLF. What is knowledge and what is wisdom is personified in the HMLF's lectures.
See the links above to explore a world of unimaginable possibilities.
New Beginning uses Edenfresh, as our Health and Beauty Products. All the Edenfresh product
are free of animal or pork ingredients. This allows the cleaning process to take place
uninterrupted. Also, being knowledgeable of the damage from animal and pork oils increases
ones ability and desire to use these products for correct and healthy personal care.
So, the use of these products removes the dirt and heavy oils that saturate the pores of our skin,
which can trap toxic substances that produce allergies and unwanted appearances. The healing of
the skin's natural beauty is aided with the natural healer of aloe vera in the lotion and body oils
products. The products are lightly and naturally scented to reduce allergy potentials. All
ingredients are clearly marked on the products to prevent any unnecessary allergic reactions.
New Beginning also, incorporates Essential oils, unscented lotion and/or cream to complete your
personal care needs. The essential oils are alcohol free and can be added to our unscented lotion,
cream, bath crystal, and body wash for a delightful and awesome feeling. Feel like you are on top
of the world when you have a complete set of your long-lasting fragrance.

You are Invited By New Beginning to view our National broadcast each Sunday at 8:00 am PST
Nation Of Islam Webcast
or our archived webcast any-time Nation of Islam Archived Webcast.

For questions on how to place your orders please do not hesitate to Contact Us!

